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TransCloudSeg: Ground-Based Cloud Image
Segmentation With Transformer
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Abstract—Cloud image segmentation plays an important role in
ground-based cloud observation. Recently, most existing methods
for ground-based cloud image segmentation learn feature repre-
sentations using the convolutional neural network (CNN), which
results in the loss of global information because of the limited re-
ceptive field size of the filters in the CNN. In this article, we propose
a novel deep model named TransCloudSeg, which makes full use
of the advantages of the CNN and transformer to extract detailed
information and global contextual information for ground-based
cloud image segmentation. Specifically, TransCloudSeg hybridizes
the CNN and transformer as the encoders to obtain different
features. To recover and fuse the feature maps from the encoders,
we design the CNN decoder and the transformer decoder for
TransCloudSeg. After obtaining two sets of feature maps from two
different decoders, we propose the heterogeneous fusion module
to effectively fuse the heterogeneous feature maps by applying the
self-attention mechanism. We conduct a series of experiments on
Tianjin Normal University large-scale cloud detection database
and Tianjin Normal University cloud detection database, and the
results show that our method achieves a better performance than
other state-of-the-artmethods, thus proving the effectiveness of the
proposed TransCloudSeg.

Index Terms—Convolutional neural network (CNN), cloud
image segmentation, heterogeneous feature maps, transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION

C LOUDS are the visible aggregations of a large number of
smallwater droplets or ice crystals in the atmosphere. They

play an important role in the Earth’s atmospheric movement,
surface temperature regulation, and hydrological cycle [1]–[3].
Hence, accurate cloud observation is crucial in environmental
monitoring, weather forecasting, etc. In general, there are two
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Fig. 1. Structures of (a) common-used encoder–decoder network and
(b) proposed TransCloudSeg for ground-based cloud image segmentation.

types of cloud observation, i.e., satellite-based [4] and ground-
based [5], [6]. Ground-based cloud observation is highly flexible
and accessible, and it is good at monitoring the bottom charac-
teristics of clouds in local areas for capturing information [7].
Due to blurred edges and varied shapes of clouds, ground-

based cloud observation is quite challenging. Moreover, it pri-
marily relies on professional technicians, which not only leads
to a waste of human resources but also may obtain inconsistent
results toward the same observation. In order to make the results
of ground-based cloud observation more objective, automatic
algorithms are in great need.Many automatic algorithms are pro-
posed for ground-based cloud observation including cloud base
height measurement [8]–[10], cloud type classification [11],
[12], and cloud cover estimation [13]–[15]. In this article,
we focus on cloud cover estimation for ground-based cloud
observation.
The goal of ground-based cloud image segmentation is to

generate a segmentation mask in which each pixel is classified
as cloud or sky, so the cloud cover estimation can be imple-
mented by ground-based cloud image segmentation [16]. Since
the light scattering causes sky and clouds to show different
colors, traditionalmethods [1], [14], [17] for ground-based cloud
image segmentation usually apply color values as features. Some
performance improvements are achieved, but it is still not good
enough for actual applications.
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Because of the powerful representation ability of deep learn-
ing, convolutional neural network (CNN) has become the main-
stream for many computer vision tasks [18]–[20]. For example,
Hong et al. [21] proposed a unified multimodality learning
framework for remote sensing image classification and designed
the cross fusion strategy for effective transfer information across
modalities. Hence, some methods are proposed to employ the
CNN for ground-based cloud image segmentation, such as
CloudU-Net [5], CloudSegNet [22], and SegCloud [23]. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), these methods are usually designed as the
encoder–decoder architecture where the encoder is composed
of the CNN. The encoder is used to learn high-level and low-
resolution features, and the decoder outputs the segmentation
mask. However, the CNN encoder results in the loss of global
information, because the receptive field size of the filter in the
CNN is limited.
To overcome the aforementioned limitation, a trans-

former [24] is proposed, which is first successfully applied in
natural language processing (NLP). Since transformer relies
on the self-attention (SA) mechanism to learn discriminative
features, it is naturally introduced into the computer vision
field [25]–[27]. Many transformer-based methods for computer
vision [28]–[30] treat the input image as a sequence of image
patches, and then, they add the position embedding to build
location information.Although transformer-basedmethods have
achieved newstate-of-the-art performance comparedwithCNN-
based methods in many topics of computer vision, they are easy
to lose detailed information of images.
In this article, we propose a novel deep learning method

named TransCloudSeg, which makes full use of the advantages
of the CNN and transformer for ground-based cloud image
segmentation. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time to introduce transformer into ground-based cloud image
segmentation. Specifically, TransCloudSeg mainly consists of
two encoders, two decoders, and the heterogeneous fusion mod-
ule (HFM) as shown in Fig. 1(b). The two encoders are the
CNN encoder and the transformer encoder, which focus on
extracting detailed information and global contextual informa-
tion, simultaneously. Meanwhile, we design two decoders, i.e.,
CNN decoder and transformer decoder corresponding to the two
encoders. The CNN decoder utilizes the skip connections to
integrate the feature maps from different scales of the CNN
encoder for recovering detailed information. The transformer
decoder aggregates the feature maps from different levels of the
transformer encoder by assigning different weights. The outputs
of the two decoders are two sets of feature maps, and these
feature maps are heterogeneous because they contain different
semantic information.
After obtaining the heterogeneous feature maps from the

CNN and Transformer decoders, the direct methods to fuse
them are concatenation or addition, but it is difficult to mine
useful information from them . Hence, we propose HFM to
effectively fuse the heterogeneous feature maps. The proposed
HFM transforms the feature maps into the sequences, and then,
employs the SA mechanism to learn discriminative features.
The main contributions of this article are threefold.

1) We hybridize the CNN and transformer as the encoder
of TransCloudSeg, and to the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to apply the transformer for ground-based cloud image
segmentation.
2)Wedesign two corresponding decoders to fuse featuremaps

from the two encoders. Furthermore, as a newly proposed com-
ponent, theHFM is proposed to perform effective heterogeneous
feature maps fusion.
3)We evaluate the segmentation performance of the proposed

TransCloudSeg on Tianjin Normal University large-scale cloud
detection database (TLCDD) [31] and Tianjin Normal Univer-
sity cloud detection database (TCDD) [32]. The experimental
results outperformother state-of-the-artmethods, demonstrating
the superiority of the proposed method.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Ground-Based Cloud Image Segmentation

With the development of acquisition devices of images, many
powerful algorithms have been proposed for ground-based cloud
image segmentation. Long et al. [17] treated the ratio of red
and blue (R/B) as the fixed threshold for cloud image seg-
mentation. Afterwards, Heinle et al. [1] utilized R-B as the
threshold. Shi et al. [14] combined texture and color features
on the basis of superpixels for cloud image segmentation,
which allows the aggregation of pixels to consider location
information.
Recently, many approaches employ the encoder–decoder ar-

chitecture combined with the CNN for ground-based cloud
image segmentation. For example, Dev et al. [22] proposed
CloudSegNet, which is a lightweight deep learning model
for effectively segmenting daytime and nighttime cloud im-
ages. Xie et al. [23] presented the SegCloud model, which
has a CNN encoder–decoder architecture trained on 400 all-
sky images with annotation. In order to obtain better seg-
mentation results, Shi et al. [5] proposed to replace tradi-
tional convolution operations with dilated convolution opera-
tions, which could obtain more information. Since the sample
number of cloud database is limited, Zhou et al. [33] em-
ployed transfer learning to train the deep network on other
databases, and then, fine-tune on the ground-based cloud image
database.
The main contribution of CNN-based methods for ground-

based cloud image segmentation is to introduce the encoder–
decoder architecture into this field. The encoder is designed to
learn the representation features,which enables tomine semantic
information. The decoder recovers the representation features
into the segmentation mask so as to implement the pixel-level
classification.

B. Transformer

Transformer is first proposed in [24] and it has achieved
promising performance in NLP due to well dealing with
long-range spatial dependencies of sequences. Recently, re-
searchers modify transformer for computer vision tasks [34],
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed TransCloudSeg. We first utilize the CNN encoder to learn the local information, and then, apply the transformer encoder to
learn the global information. Afterwards, we design the CNN decoder and the transformer decoder to combine the multiscale feature maps from the CNN encoder
and the multilevel feature maps from the transformer encoder, respectively. Finally, the two sets of feature maps from the CNN decoder and the transformer decoder
are fed into the HFM to generate the segmentation mask.

and these transformer-based methods show new state-of-the-art
performance in image classification [35], [36], segmenta-
tion [37]–[39], object detection [26], and so on.
Most transformer-based methods [28], [29], [40] transform

the input image to a sequence of patches so as to capture long-
range spatial dependencies. In addition, the position embedding
is utilized to build position information among patches. Vision
transformer (ViT) [25] demonstrated that a pure transformer
could achieve the state-of-the-art through directly sequencing
images for ImageNet classification. Zheng et al. [28] applied
transformer to semantic segmentation and yielded new state
of the art on publicly available segmentation databases, which
provides an alternative solution to image segmentation. The
contributions of [28] lie in twofolds.
1) They utilized the transformer with a global receptive field

to learn global information.
2) To extensively examine the SA representation features, it

designs three different kinds of decoders.
Hong et al. [41] applied the transformer to the HS image clas-

sification task and designed the groupwise spectral embedding
and cross-layer adaptive fusion modules to improve the detail
capture of subtle spectral differences and enhance the interaction
between layers.
Different from the aforementioned transformer-based meth-

ods, we hybridize the CNN and transformer as the encoders,
and design the two corresponding decoders. Furthermore, we
propose the HFM to fuse the heterogenous feature maps
from the two decoders in order to generate the segmentation
mask.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we first clarify the motivation of the proposed
TransCloudSeg. Then, we present an overall framework of the
proposed TransCloudSeg, and then, describe the CNN encoder
and the transformer encoder in detail. Afterwards, we present
two different decoders corresponding to the CNN encoder and
the transformer encoder, respectively. Finally, we introduce how
to fuse the heterogeneous feature maps extracted from the two
decoders in order to generate the segmentation mask.

A. Motivation

Clouds are aggregated with water droplets or ice crystals in
the atmosphere, so they possess blurred boundaries and irregular
shapes. Furthermore, imaging ground-based cloud images is
easily affected by illumination. These factors are the challenges
of ground-based cloud image segmentation.
Most existing deep learning methods for ground-based cloud

image segmentation are under the framework of the CNN.
Although the CNN has excellent representational capabilities
but neglects to learn global contextual information due to the
limited receptive field size of the filter. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
the CNN-based methods lack the whole consistency for cloud
image segmentation. Meanwhile, the transformer adopts SA
mechanism to learn global contextual information, but lacks
local detail information processing. From Fig. 3(b), we can see
that the transformer-based methods are unfavorable to segment
the boundaries of the cloud. Hence, we hybridize the CNN and
transformer as the encoder for cloud representation so as tomake
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Fig. 3. Visualization of encoder feature maps for different methods.
(a) Ground-based cloud map sample. (b) CNN-based methods. (c) Transformer-
based methods. (d) Our method.

full use of the properties of the CNN and transformer, which
could learn local information and global contextual information,
simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 3(c), ourmethod could balance
the whole cloud distribution and the detailed boundaries for
accurate ground-based cloud image segmentation.

B. Overall Framework

The framework of TransCloudSeg is shown in Fig. 2, where
it contains three main components: two encoders, two decoders,
and HFM.
1) Encoders: The proposed TransCloudSeg consists of two

encoders, i.e., CNNencoder and transformer encoder,which aim
to learn high-level features from input cloud images. The CNN
encoder is first utilized to extract multiscale feature maps. Then,
the transformer encoder changes the feature maps outputted
from the CNN encoder into 1-D sequences. We add the position
embedding to retain positional information, and stack multiple
transformer layers to obtain multilevel feature maps.
2)Decoders:Wedesign two different decoders corresponding

to the CNN encoder and the transformer encoder for TransSeg-
Cloud. The CNN decoder targets to gradually recover the res-
olution of feature maps and integrate the feature maps via
skip connections. The purpose of the transformer decoder is
to aggregate the feature maps with different levels from the
transformer encoder. The outputs of the two decoders are two
sets of heterogeneous feature maps.
3) Heterogeneous Fusion Module (HFM):We propose HFM

to fuse the heterogeneous feature maps. Specifically, we first
transform the two sets of feature maps into two sequences.
Afterwards, we concatenate the two sequences and feed them
into the SA operation. Finally, the output of SA is reshaped to
generate the segmentation mask.

C. Encoders

Since the receptive field size of the filter in the CNN is
limited, the CNN encoder results in losing global information,
and meanwhile, the transformer encoder focuses on learning
global contextual information. Hence, we design the encoder
of TransCloudSeg as a CNN–Transformer hybrid form so as to
learn local and global information, which makes full use of the
advantages of the CNN and transformer.
1) CNN Encoder: We apply ResNet-50 (BiT) [25] as the

backbone of the CNN encoder to extract multiscale feature
maps, and the structure of ResNet-50 (BiT) is shown in Ta-
ble I. The size of input cloud image is H ×W × 3, where

TABLE I
STRUCTURE OF RESNET-50 (BIT)

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the way to transform from the 2-D feature map f3 into
the 1-D sequence S.

H and W are the height and the width of cloud image, re-
spectively, and 3 is the channel number of cloud image. f0 ∈
RH/2×W/2×64, f1 ∈ RH/4×W/4×256, f2 ∈ RH/8×W/8×512, and
f3 ∈ RH/16×W/16×1024 are the multiscale feature maps of the
CNN encoder.
2) Transformer Encoder: We treat the output feature maps

of the CNN encoder f3 as the input of the transformer encoder.
The transformer encoder is composed of patch embedding and
N transformer layers.
As for the patch embedding, we tokenize f3 into the 1-

D sequence S ∈ RL×C where L is the length of sequences
and C is the hidden channel size. Since the size of f3 ∈
RH/16×W/16×1024, L and C are equal to H/16×W/16 and
1024, respectively. Specifically, similar to SETR [28] and
ViT [25], we utilize fixed-size patches to transform 2-D feature
maps into 1-D sequence as shown in Fig. 4. We first uni-
formly partition the feature maps f3 ∈ RH/16×W/16×1024 into
L patches with the size of P × P , where L = H/16×W/16

P×P . For
each patch, EP is with the size of P × P × 1024. Afterwards,
we flatten EP to a 1-D vector V ∈ R1×P ·P ·1024, and then,
project the vector dimension to C through the linear layer.
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the transformer layer.

Hence, the 2-D feature maps f3 are mapped into L number of
C-dimensional vectors, i.e., 1-D sequence S. Furthermore, we
apply the learnable position embedding Ep ∈ RL×D to learn
the spatial dependencies between different sequences. Hence,
the patch embedding is defined as

X = SE + Ep (1)

where E ∈ RC×D is a trainable linear projection. Here, to
reduce the computational cost, we set D < C to change the
size of the hidden channel from C to D. The patch embedding
X contains the information of 1-D sequence S and the position
information, and it is employed to compensate for the spatial
information between sequences when transforming 2-D feature
maps into 1-D sequences. Furthermore, the patch embeddingX
is treated as the input of transformer. The transformer utilizes
the SA mechanism [24] to enhance the interactions within the
patch embedding for global information.
The SA mechanism is vital to learning global contextual

information for the transformer encoder. We take the output of
patch embeddingX as the input of transformer layer and apply
N transformer layers to learn complex feature representations.
Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the transformer layer, which
consists of multihead SA (MSA), layer normalization (LN),
residual connections, andmultilayer perceptron (MLP). The nth
transformer layer is defined as

Yn = MLP(LN(An−1)) +An−1 (2)

An−1 = MSA(Zn−1) + Yn−1 (3)

Zn−1 = LN(Yn−1) (4)

where LN(·) denotes the layer normalization operation.
The MSA utilizes several independent SA operations to learn

global contextual information from different aspects. The MSA
in the nth transformer layer is formulated as

MSA(Zn−1) = [SA1(Zn−1); . . .;SAM (Zn−1)]Wn (5)

where M is the number of independent SA operations and Wn

is the trainable linear projection in the nth transformer layer.

Fig. 6. Flowchart of SA.

The flowchart of SA operation is shown in Fig. 6. The mth
SA operation in the nth transformer layer is defined as

SAm(Zn−1) = softmax

(
QmKT

m√
d

)
Vm (6)

Qm = Zn−1W
q
m,Km = Zn−1W

k
m, Vm = Zn−1W

v
m

(7)

where W q
m,W k

m,W v
m ∈ RD×d are three independent trainable

linear projection for the mth SA operation.
The outputs of the transformer layer Yn ∈ RL×D(n =

1, .., N) consist of multilevel feature maps of the transformer
encoder. Since the transformer layer keeps the size of input and
output, the size of multilevel feature maps is the same.

D. Decoders

Since the CNN encoder and the transformer encoder possess
different mechanisms when extracting features, we design two
decoders, i.e., CNN decoder and transformer decoder for Tran-
sCloudSeg so as to effectively recover and fuse the feature maps
extracted from the encoders.
1) CNNDecoder: We design the CNN decoder, which lever-

ages the skip connections to integrate themultiscale featuremaps
from the CNN encoder for retaining detailed information. In the
CNN decoder, [f0, f1, f2, f3] is regarded as the input. The
flowchart of the CNN decoder can be concisely described as
f3 →Conv+R → Upsampling×2→Cat(f2)
→Conv+R → Upsampling×2→Cat(f1) →Conv+R
→Upsampling ×2→ Cat(f0) →Conv+R→fh1.
Here, Conv+R is the convolution layer followed by ReLU,

Upsampling×I indicates that the feature maps are enlarged by
a factor of I using bilinear interpolation, and Cat(f ) represents
the concatenation of the input feature maps and f . Specifically,
the convolution layer is with the filter size of 3× 3, the stride of
1 and the padding of (1, 1). fh1 ∈ RH/2×W/2×16 is the output
of the CNN decoder.
2) Transformer Decoder: We propose the transformer de-

coder, which utilizes the weight aggregation to integrate the
multilevel feature maps from the transformer encoder for re-
taining global contextual information.
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Fig. 7. Framework of HFM.

The output of the transformer decoder is defined as

fh2 = g

(
N∑

n=1

n

N
h(Yn)

)
(8)

where h(·) indicates that we first reshape Yn from the sequence
with the size of L×D to the feature maps with the size
of H/16×W/16×D, then apply the convolution layers and
ReLU, and finally, employ the bilinear interpolation to enlarge
the size of the feature maps by a factor of 4. Here, g(·) denotes
applying the convolution layers, ReLU and the bilinear inter-
polation to obtain the feature maps where the size is the same
as fh1. From (8), we can see that it aggregate the multiscale
feature maps using a weighted strategy to take full advantage of
different contextual information.

E. Heterogeneous Fusion Module (HFM)

The outputs of two decoders are two sets of feature maps fh1
and fh2. They are heterogeneous because they are generated
by different encoder–decoder architectures and contain different
semantic information. For the heterogeneous feature maps fh1
and fh2, it is difficult to mine useful information from them
by directly concatenating or adding them together. In order to
fully exploit the information from heterogeneous feature maps,
we propose the HFM to increase the interactions between the
features by using MSA.
Fig. 7 shows the framework of the HFM. We first trans-

form fh1 and fh2 into the sequences S1 ∈ RH/2×W/2·16 and
S2 ∈ RH/2×W/2·16, respectively, where H/2 is the length of
sequences andW/2 · 16 is the hidden channel size. The process
of sequence construction is shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, we first
uniformly partition the feature maps fh1 ∈ RH/2×W/2×16 into
L patches with the size of P × P , where L = (H/2)/(P × P ).
For each patch, the patch EP is with the size of P × P ×
W/2 · 16. Afterwards, we flatten EP into a 1-D vector V ∈
R1×P ·P ·W/2·16, and then, project the vector dimension to C =
W/2 · 16 through the linear layer. The feature fh2 constructs
the sequence S2 in the same way. Afterwards, we concatenate
S1 and S2 as the MSA input Shi ∈ RH×W/2·16. Furthermore,
we utilize MSA to enhance the interactions between sequences.
The MSA operation is described in (9). Finally, we transform
the output of MSA Sho ∈ RH×W/2·16 into fhf ∈ RH×W×8 by
the reshaping operation.

fhf = r (MSA (Cat(S1, S2))) (9)

where r(·) is the reshaping operation. From (9), we can see that
the HFM could sufficiently fuse the heterogenous feature maps
and obtain discriminative features.
After obtaining fhf , we employ the convolution layer to

reduce its channel number to 2, and apply the Sigmoid function
to generate the segmentation mask. Furthermore, we treat the
binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss as the objective function, which
optimizes the difference between the ground-truth distribution
and the predicted distribution. It is formulated as

L = − 1

T

T∑
i=1

[uilog(pi) + (1− ui)log(1− pi)] (10)

whereT is the total number of pixels, ui is the ground-truth label
for the ith pixel, and pi is the predicted probability that the ith
pixel belongs to cloud.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of TransCloud-
Seg for ground-based cloud image segmentation on the TLCDD
and TCDD. We first introduce TLCDD and TCDD, and then,
the implementation details of our experiments. Afterwards, we
conduct a series of experiments to verify the superiority of
TransCloudSeg, and study the influence of several important
parameters.

A. Tianjin Normal University Large-Scale Cloud Detection
Database (TLCDD)

The TLCDD [31] is a large-scale ground-based cloud de-
tection database, and it is collected over two years from nine
provinces of China including Tianjin, Anhui, Sichuan, Gansu,
Shandong, Hebei, Liaoning, Jiangsu, and Hainan. Hence, the
TLCDD possesses high diversity of cloud images, which makes
the experimental results more convincing. The TLCDD consists
of 5000 ground-based cloud images with corresponding ground-
truth cloud masks manually annotated by meteorologists and
cloud-related researchers. To the best of our knowledge, it is
the largest public ground-based cloud segmentation database.
This database is divided into 4208 training images and 792 test
images. The cloud images are acquired by the visual sensor and
storedwith the resolution of 512× 512. Fig. 8 shows some cloud
images and their corresponding cloud segmentation masks.
The TCDD [32] is composed of 2300 ground-based cloud

images. This dataset has high diversity of cloud shapes, and
variability of scenes, which makes the experiment more con-
vincing.

B. Implementation Details and Evaluation Criteria

In the training stage, we perform the preprocessing opera-
tions on the ground-based cloud images. Specifically, we apply
random resizing with the ratio between 0.5 and 1.5, random
cropping, random horizontal flipping, and normalization by the
mean and standard deviation values.
We set the total number of epoch to 150 and the batch size to

2 in the experiments. We employ the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [42] as the optimizer with the initial learning rate of
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Fig. 8. Some cloud images and the corresponding segmentation masks.

0.01, the weight decay of 0.0001, and the momentum of 0.9.
We apply the “poly” learning rate strategy [43], [44], where the
learning rate of the current iteration is equal to the initial learning
rate multiplied by a factor of (1− iter

iter_num )
power. Here, iter and

iter_numare the number of current iteration and the total number
of iterations respectively, and power = 0.9.
We initialize the CNN encoder and the transformer encoder

for TransCloudSeg with pretrained model [30]. We set the num-
ber of transformer layers in the transformer encoder to 12 and
the number of heads in MSA to 16. We select [Y3, Y6, Y9, Y12]
as the input of the transformer decoder.
In order to quantitatively evaluate the proposed method, we

utilize five evaluation criteria, i.e., Precision (Pre), Recall (Rec),
F-score (F_s), Accuracy (Acc), and intersection over union
(IoU),which are commonly used in the segmentation task. These
evaluation criteria are defined as

Pre = TP/(TP+ FP) (11)

Rec = TP/(TP+ FN) (12)

F_s = 2Pre× Rec/(Pre+ Rec) (13)

Acc = (TP+ TN)/(TP+ FP+ TN+ FN) (14)

IoU = TP/(TP+ FP+ FN) (15)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN indicate true positive, true negative,
false positive, and false negative, respectively.

C. Experimental Results

1) Ablation Studies: The advantages of TransCloudSeg are
to make full use of the CNN and transformer so as to learn de-
tail information and global information for ground-based cloud
image segmentation, simultaneously. These advantages depend
on the three main components: two encoders, two decoders, and
HFM. To demonstrate their contributions on the performance

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT ABLATION METHODS

improvement of TransCloudSeg, we perform ablation experi-
ments on TransCloudSeg, and Table II lists the segmentation
results of different ablation methods.

a) C-C version: We design C-C as the CNN encoder–
decoder architecture. Specifically, the CNN encoder is used to
learn the multiscale feature maps from the input cloud image.
Then, the CNN decoder utilizes these feature maps to generate
segmentation mask.

b) T-T version: We implement T-T using the transformer
encoder–decoder architecture. Concretely, the transformer en-
coder is used to learn the multilevel feature maps from the input
cloud image. Then, the transformer decoder applies these feature
maps to generate segmentation mask.

c) C+T-C version: We design C+T-C as the CNN–
transformer encoder and the CNN decoder, which is similar to
TransUNet [30]. The CNN encoder and the transformer encoder
are hybridized to learn different feature maps from the input
cloud image. These feature maps are reshaped, and then, fed
into the CNN decoder to generate the segmentation mask.

d) C+T-T version: We implement C+T-T using the CNN–
transformer encoder and the transformer decoder. Specifically,
the hybrid form of the CNN–transformer encoder is used to
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learn different feature maps from the input cloud image. Then,
the transformer decoder utilizes these feature maps to generate
segmentation mask.

e) C+T-C+T(A) version: To prove the validity of the
HFM, we design C+T-C+T(A) as the hybrid encoder–decoder
structure including the CNN and transformer encoders, and the
CNNand transformer decoders.After obtaining the featuremaps
from the CNN and transformer decoders, we directly add them,
and then, learn the segmentation mask.

f) C+T-C+T(C) version: C+T-C+T(C) has similar struc-
ture with C+T-C+T(A) expect that the two sets of output feature
maps from the CNN and transformer decoders are directly
concatenated.
From Table II, we can draw several conclusions. First, the

proposedTransCloudSeg achieves the best results in all five eval-
uation criteria, which validates the effectiveness of our method.
Second, the methods with the hybrid CNN–Transformer en-
coder, i.e., “C+T-C” and “C+T-T” exceed “C-C” and “T-T.”
It demonstrates that the hybrid encoders could extract detailed
information and global contextual information simultaneously,
which is beneficial to the ground-based cloud image seg-
mentation. Third, TransCloudSeg, “C+T-C+T(A),” and “C+T-
C+T(C)” surpass “C+T-C” and “C+T-T” because the hybrid
decoders, i.e., CNNdecoder and transformer decoder could learn
information from different aspects. Finally, TransCloudSeg ob-
tains better results than “C+T-C+T(A)” and “C+T-C+T(C),”
which validates the effectiveness of the HFM. It is because the
HFM considers the interactions between heterogeneous feature
maps.
2) Comparisons With State-of-the-Art Methods: In this sec-

tion, we compare TransCloudSeg with other state-of-the-art
ground-based cloud image segmentation methods. The com-
paredmethods include both traditional methods andCNN-based
methods. Traditional methods usually apply color values as
the thresholds including R/B (0.6) [17], B/R (Otsu) [45], B-R
(Otsu) [45], and (B-R)/(B+R) (Otsu) [45]. Here, R and B repre-
sent the values of the red and blue channels in the ground-based
cloud image, respectively. For example, R/B (0.6) indicates that
when the ratio of R and B is smaller than 0.6, the pixel is
identified as sky, otherwise as cloud. Furthermore, (Otsu) means
that the algorithm proposed byOtsu [46] is used to automatically
select the segmentation threshold.
As for the CNN-based methods, we compare TransCloudSeg

with five state-of-the-art CNN-based methods for ground-based
cloud image segmentation, including FCN [47], CloudSeg-
Net [22], U-Net [48], SegCloud [23], and PSPNet [49].
The comparison results between TransCloudSeg and differ-

ent methods on TLCDD are shown in Table III. From the
table, we can see that the proposed TransCloudSeg outperforms
other methods on all five evaluation criteria. Specifically, it
surpasses the second best results by 6.59%, 1.03%, 9.95%,
11.91%, and 11.32% in Precision, Recall, F-score, Accuracy,
and IoU, respectively. Furthermore, the CNN-based methods
generally perform better than the traditional methods. It is be-
cause the multilayer structure of CNN could learn complex fea-
ture transformations, and therefore, the discriminative features
are obtained.

TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS

TABLE IV
RUN TIME COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE RECEPTIVE FIELD SIZES OF THE ENCODER FROM

DIFFERENT CNN-BASED METHODS

We present the runtime comparison of different methods as
shown in Table IV. From the table, we can see that the traditional
methods have less runtime than the CNN-based methods. It
is because the CNN-based methods require a large number of
parameters to represent complex features. Moreover, the net-
work with large number of parameters can learn more complex
features, but requires more running time.
The proposed method makes tradeoff between performance

and runtime, and the runtime to process one ground-based cloud
image is 87.21 ms. The acquisition device takes approximately
2 min to acquire one ground-based cloud image. Therefore, our
method could satisfy the practical requirements. Note that all
the runtime tests are performed with the workstation equipped
with E5-1620V4 CPU, 32-GB RAM and NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti
12-GB GPUs.
We list the comparison of the receptive field sizes of the

encoder from different CNN-based methods in Table V. The
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Fig. 9. Segmentation masks of different methods. (a) Cloud images. (b) Ground-truth segmentation masks. (c) R/B (0.6). (d) (B-R)/(B+R)(Otsu). (e) FCN.
(f) U-Net. (g) PSPNet. (h) CloudSegNet. (i) SegCloud. (j) TransCloudSeg.

TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON THE TCDD

proposed TransCloudSeg has a global receptive field regardless
of the size of the input images. From Tables III and V, we can
see that the proposed method obtains a better performance than
these CNN-based methods.
To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method, we

also perform a series of comparison experiments on the TCDD.
The comparison results of different methods on TCDD are
shown in Table VI. As we can see from the table, the proposed
TransCloudSeg achieves the best results on all five evaluation
criteria once again. The experimental results demonstrate the
robustness of the proposed method.
3) Visualization: To qualitatively prove the effectiveness of

TransCloudSeg, we visualize some segmentation masks of the
comparison methods in Fig. 9. We can see from the figure that
our method achieves superior performance than other methods,
especially for thin clouds, thick clouds, and the areas affected by
illumination. Furthermore, the CNN-based methods generally
perform better than the traditional methods.

In Fig. 9, the green, red, and blue rectangles indicate thin
clouds, thick clouds, and areas affected by illumination. As for
the thin clouds, they are easily ignored, and as for the thick
clouds, they are usually classified into the sky labels. While the
proposed TransCloudSeg could classify them correctly. In the
fourth row of Fig. 9, the sample is affected by illumination,
which is a challenge for cloud image segmentation. From the
blue rectangles in the fourth row of Fig. 9, we can see that most
methods misclassify the sky as clouds because the illumination
causes the sky to appear white. While our method ensures the
promising performance with large illumination variations.
4) Analysis of Different Training Sample Proportion: The

proportion of training and test samples in Table III is about 4:1.
To demonstrate the generalizability of the model, we add two
sets of experiments with different proportions of training and
test samples on TLCDD. We list the comparison performance
of different methods with different proportions of training and
test samples in Table VII. From the table, our method still
outperforms othermethodswhen the number of training samples
is different, which proves the generalization of the model. Fur-
thermore, the traditional methods utilize the prior information
to segment the cloud images, which is irrelevant to the number
of training samples.
5) Parameters Analysis: We investigate the impact of several

important parameters for our method. They are the number of
skip connections in the CNN decoder, and the level number of
the aggregated feature maps in the transformer decoder.
a) Number of skip connections: In the CNN decoder of

TransCloudSeg, we utilize the skip connections to integrate
multiscale feature maps from the CNN encoder, which recov-
ers the detail information. We conduct the experiments with
different numbers of skip connections as shown in Fig. 10.
Here, “Skip = 0, 1, 2, 3” indicates that we treat [f3], [f2, f3],
[f1, f2, f3], and [f0, f1, f2, f3] as the inputs of the CNNdecoder,
respectively. From the figure, we can see that the performance of
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS WITH DIFFERENT

PROPORTIONS OF TRAINING AND TEST SAMPLES

Fig. 10. Performance of TransCloudSeg with different number of skip con-
nections in the CNN decoder.

five evaluation criteria improves as the number of skip connec-
tions increases.Hence,we set the number of the skip connections
to 3 in our experiments.
b) LevelNumber of theAggregatedFeatureMaps: In the trans-

former decoder of TransCloudSeg,we apply theweight aggrega-
tion to integrate the multilevel feature maps. We conduct the ex-
periments with different level number of the aggregated feature
maps as shown in Fig. 11. Here, “Layer = 2, 4, 6” indicates that
we treat [Y6, Y12], [Y3, Y6, Y9, Y12], and [Y2, Y4, Y6, Y8, Y10, Y12]
as the inputs of the transformer decoder, respectively. As can
be seen from the figure, the best performance of the proposed
TransCloudSeg is achievedwhen the level number of aggregated
feature maps is set to 4.

Fig. 11. Performance of TransCloudSeg with different level number of the
aggregated feature maps in the transformer decoder.

6) Computational Complexity Analysis: The computational
complexity of the proposed TransCloudSeg is dominated by
CNN and MSA. According to [24], [41], and [50], the jth
layer computational complexity isO(Cj−1 · Cj · k2 · r2), where
Cj−1 is the number of input channels of the jth layer, Cj is the
number of output channels of the jth layer, i.e., the number of
filters of the jth layer convolution operation, k is the spatial
size of each convolution filter, and r is the spatial size of output
feature maps. The computational complexity of each layer of
MSA isO(L ·D2 + L2 ·D), whereL is the length of sequences
and D is the hidden channel size.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed TransCloudSeg for the
ground-based cloud image segmentation. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to apply transformer to the ground-
based cloud image segmentation task. Specifically, we present
the CNN encoder and the transformer encoder to extract de-
tailed information and global information from ground-based
cloud images. Meanwhile, we design two decoders, i.e., CNN
decoder and transformer decoder to integrate the multiscale and
multilevel feature maps extracted from the two encoders. Fur-
thermore,weproposeHFMto effectively exploit the information
contained in the heterogeneous feature maps from the CNN and
transformer decoders in order to generate accurate segmenta-
tion mask. Extensive experimental results have demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed TransCloudSeg on TLCDD
and TCDD. In the future, we will try to build light-weight
transformer-based architecture to reduce the number of param-
eters so as to decrease the complexity and speed up the training
process. Furthermore, we will study some specific scenes for
ground-based cloud image segmentation, such as nighttime, etc.
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